Better injection
Better care

A new range of extension lines for your CT and MRI exams
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FACILITATING
YOUR

INJECTION

Meeting your daily
requirements
A high-quality product range

A comprehensive product range

that ensures optimal confidence

that makes the difference

The Linkfill range was developed to meet the particular needs
associated with the injection of contrast media.

Ease
of use

From their design to market introduction, the quality of Linkfill
extension lines reflect the expertise and know-how of MEDEX,
a leading innovator in medical imaging for over 20 years.

■ Colour-coding allows

Extension lines supplied in easy-to-open individual
peel-pouches.
Packaged in a dispenser box for optimal accessibility
and storage in your work environment.

the patient side to be
readily distinguished from
the injector side.

■ Patient-side connection:
ection:

Available in several lengths to adapt to variable spatial
constraints between the patient and the injector.

Reference
Linkfill 25 CT
Linkfill 50 CT
Linkfill 100 CT
Linkfill 150 CT
Linkfill C160 CT
Linkfill Y180 CT

Self-centreing rotating
ent
system for easy placement
and withdrawal of
the extension line.

Safety

Single-use extension lines,
phthalate- and latex-free.
Packaged in individual tear-proof
TYVEK® pouches that maintain
product sterility.

Linkfill Y200 MR

Linkfill 25 CT

Features
Straight extension lines
for your CT scan exams
Available in lengths of
25 cm, 50 cm, 100 cm and 150 cm
Coiled extension line for your CT scan exams
Length: 160 cm
Y-Shape extension line for your CT scan exams
Length: 180 cm (currently in development)
Y-Shape extension line for your MRI exams
Length: 200 cm (currently in development)

Withstand
pressures up
to 300 psi

Linkfill 50 CT

Linkfill 100 CT

Linkfill 150 CT

Linkfill C160 CT

Linkfill Y180 CT*

Linkfill Y200 MR*

■ Internal diameter

■ The injector-side

connection is compatible
with medical devices
that comply with the
ISO 594-1 and ISO 594-2
standards.
Fins are provided
for a solid grip during
connection.

Performance

Designed specifically
to withstand
a maximum pressure
of 300 psi.

* Under development.

of 2.3 mm to facilitate
the flow of the contrast
medium.

